The loop design of Kerr and Churchill is a clever application of incomplete blocks of size 2 to twochannel microarray experiments. In this paper, we extend the loop design to include more replicates, biological and technical replication, multi-factor experiments, and blocking. Loop and extended loop designs are shown to be more efficient than the reference design for any given number of arrays. We also show that adding new treatments to a loop design requires the same number of additional arrays as adding treatments to a reference design, with a greater gain in power. Given the flexibility of extended loop designs and their power, we propose that these should be the designs of choice for most experiments using two-channel microarrays.
Introduction
A microarray is a platform for simultaneously measuring the expression of thousands of genes. Since they were first devised in 1995, microarrays have become one of the tools of choice for genomewide studies of expression. Because of the noisy nature of the data, and the high dimension of the response, development of statistical tools for processing microarray data is a growth industry.
However, it was not until the seminal papers of Kerr & Churchill (2001 a, b ) that serious effort was put into the design of microarray experiments. In particular, put the design of microarray experiments in the context of classical experiment design. Subsequently, Dobbin et al. (2003) , Landgrebe et al. (2004) , Glonek & Solomon (2004) , Wit et al. (2005) and Latif (2005) have applied the principles of optimal design to two-channel microarrays. This paper is in the same spirit. The many sources of both biological and technical variation in the experiments imply that considerable gains in efficiency may be possible with good experimental design.
The basic principle of measuring gene expression on a microarray is simple. The array is a substrate on which are printed 'spots ' or probes. When a gene expresses in a tissue, it produces mRNA which can be processed into single-stranded cDNA. Each spot on the array consists of many copies of single-stranded DNA which is complementary to a selected cDNA. A gene may be represented by one or more spots -if more than one, these may be identical or may represent different sections (oligos) of the same gene. Gene expression is detected by extracting the mRNA from the tissue, processing into cDNA, labelling with a fluorescent dye, and then allowing the sample to hybridize with the complementary spots on the array. The measurement of gene expression is a quantification of the intensity of fluorescence.
A commonly used technology is the two-channel array. This technology allows two samples, labelled with two dyes, generally Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red), to be hybridized to the same array. This reduces some of the noise in the system, since it eliminates sources of variability due to differences among arrays. However, the chemistry of sample labelling can introduce gene-specific dye biases if a cDNA has greater affinity for one of the two dyes. Because of the need to guard against dye bias, we consider only designs in which each treatment has an even number of samples, with equal numbers labelled with green and red (dyebalanced designs). However, we make explicit that technical replication is not required for dye-swap designs, and allow the dye-swap pairs to come from different biological replicates. Thus, unlike all our samples may be biological replicates, so that designs without dye-swap do not save any labelling reactions, and our reference designs include dye-swaps of the reference and treatment samples. Dobbin et al. (2003) discuss the dye balance issue in more detail.
In this paper, we will use the term ' treatment ' where used the term 'variety '. This terminology is used in the statistical sense of the combination of factor levels which apply to the sample. For example, in a time course experiment observing the effects of various doses of a chemical agent on liver and brain tissue in two strains of mice, the treatment would be the combination of genotype, tissue type, dose and time point.
We are also careful to distinguish between biological and technical replication. considered only designs in which each treatment was represented by a single sample of mRNA, which was hybridized to two microarrays. This type of design is suitable for making inferences about the samples. For biological inference, a measure of biological variation is required, and this requires multiple biologically independent samples. Most of this paper discusses designs in which there is only biological replication -that is each treatment is represented by several biologically independent samples of mRNA, each of which is hybridized to a single microarray. In Section 6, we will briefly take up the question of experiments having both biological and technical replication in which the biological samples are split and hybridized to two microarrays.
A two-channel microarray can be thought of as a block of size 2. If only two experimental treatments are to be compared, the principles of experimental design suggest that the experiment should be treated as a randomized complete block design, i.e. one sample from each condition should be hybridized to each array, with biological replicate dye-swaps. However, if there are three or more treatments, this approach cannot be utilized, as each array can have only two samples. The choice of which samples are paired on the arrays and how they are labelled is called the hybridization design.
A popular hybridization design for two-channel microarray studies is the reference design, in which one channel on each array is used for a reference sample. The same reference is used for all arrays, and the difference or ratio of expression between the treatment sample and the reference sample is usually used as the unit of analysis. The reference design is briefly discussed in Section 3 to provide a basis of comparison with the loop design, and because it is a very popular design for two-channel arrays. Kerr & Churchill (2001 a, b) , introduced the loop design, which is a type of partially balanced incomplete block design. A loop design includes exactly two replicates of each treatment, one labelled with green and the other with red. The design is most readily visualized by a diagram such as Fig. 1 , in which each arrow designates an array. The tail of the arrow is attached to the sample labelled with green and the head to the sample labelled with red. The loop design does not use reference samples, as a result of which only half the arrays are required to attain the same sample size as the reference design. The loop design is balanced for dye effects (i.e. equal numbers of replicates of each treatment are labelled with each dye). Kerr & Churchill assumed that two replicates would be sufficient and that dye-swaps would be achieved by splitting samples. Again, we emphasize that in this paper, each sample is biologically distinct.
In this paper, we model the data for each channel (' single-channel analysis '), instead of taking differences or ratios. This allows us to compute the variance of any contrast, and to determine the effect of various types of replication on the variance. We feel it is most natural to consider the array effect to be a source of unexplained variation, and thus treat it as a random effect in our analyses. Variance computations allow us to design the hybridizations to minimize the variance of selected contrasts, a basic concept in optimal experiment design. This allows us to explore optimal allocation of additional replicates, the arrangement of factorial treatments around the loop, the use of technical and biological replicates, and the use of randomized complete block designs for the samples. Two commonly cited 'problems ' with loop designs are the loss of information for some spots on some arrays, leading to unbalanced designs, and the problem of adding treatments to the experiment. We note that with single-channel analysis, information loss leads to an unbalanced design, but is otherwise not problematic unless all the data are lost for a given gene and treatment combination. Reference designs also suffer from imbalance if there is information loss. We also suggest a simple method of 'patching ' a new treatment into an existing loop.
To Difference or not to difference ?
The objective of two-channel microarray experiments is comparative analysis. As a result, the two channels on the array are often differenced (after converting to logarithms base 2), and the difference is treated as the observation of interest. That is, denoting the log 2 expression as Y ica for gene i in channel c (red or green) on array a, analysis is generally done on M ia = Y iRa xY iGa . This is particularly convenient, because normalization is often done by normalizing M ia against the average of the two channels,
In this paper, we use the individual channels as the observations of interest. Thus, each array provides two observations for each gene. As needed, we convert the normalized differences,M M ia back to channellevel data via the transformation :
Often A is normalized across arrays. See Smyth (2005) for single-channel analysis of two-channel microarrays.
To see the efficacy of this approach, we look at some data from a Drosophila array (B. McIver, personal communication) . In this experiment, two biological samples were labelled and split. Both samples were then hybridized to the same array, as well as to other arrays with different samples. The normalized data are displayed in Fig. 2 A is the average Log 2 (Expression) while M is the difference in expression. In the two left-hand panels, the samples were hybridized to one array. In the two right-hand panels, the samples were hybridized to different arrays.
in the two left-hand panels) there is still considerable information in the individual channels.
In the next section we show that a partial difference of the formỸ Y iRa xwỸ Y iGa is the optimal unit of analysis for a reference design. The optimal value of w depends on the correlation between samples hybridized to the same spot (or intraclass correlation). This quantity is unknown, but can be estimated from a mixed-effect ANOVA. In unpublished experiments using Agilent two-colour arrays, using the LIMMA (Smyth, 2004) software to assess the mean intraclass correlation, we found that the correlation between the two channels was about 0 . 2-0 . 7, indicating an information loss of 17-65% by differencing, instead of using the singlechannel analysis.
The same computations can be used to determine the relative efficiency of different experimental designs and to determine optimal designs for microarray experiments. While the optimal weights vary from gene to gene, the ranking of the relative efficiency of different designs does not depend on the value of the weights, and hence the optimal design is the same for all genes.
We start with the simplest case, with one hybridization per biological replicate and one spot per gene on each array. We will use a simplified mixed model for the normalized expression data by channel :
where m i is the mean normalized expression for gene i over the entire experiment t ij is the mean effect of treatment j on gene i c ic is the mean effect of dye c on gene i (dye by gene interaction) a ia is the random effect of array a for gene i with variance s ia 2 e ijca is the random error with variance s ie 2 . The variance of an observation is s ia 2 +s ie 2 . The covariance between the channels at the same spot is s ia 2 .
A key quantity is the intraclass correlation,
which in the experience of the authors is often above 0 . 5. The variance of the difference between two expression levels of the same gene on different arrays includes a component due to the two arrays and a component due to the two errors, giving 2(s ie 2 +s ia 2 ), while the variance of difference on a single array does not include array variance, giving 2s ie 2 . Thus the relative efficiency of comparisons between samples on the same array, compared with comparisons of samples on different arrays is 2s ie 2 /[2(s ie 2 +s ia 2 )]=1xr i . As discussed in more detail in the remainder of the paper, good designs take advantage of this variance reduction by pairing treatments of most interest on the same arrays. Good analyses take advantage of this variance reduction by weighting more efficient comparisons more highly in computations.
On some arrays, genes may be represented by multiple spots. On cDNA arrays, these are duplicates of the same cDNA. On oligo arrays, these may be duplicates of the same oligos, or other oligos from the same gene. The information from multiple spots is often combined to form a gene summary for each gene on each array, such as a simple average or methods resistant to outliers, such as the median.
(Note that using a linear model with spot effects is equivalent to averaging.) Alternatively, some investigators prefer to analyse each spot, rather than each gene. If each spot is analysed, then model (1) applies directly, but the subscript i refers to spots, rather than genes. If a gene summary is used, model (1) still applies, but a ia and e ijca refer to effects for the gene summaries, rather than for individual spots.
Model (1) assumes that independent biological samples are hybridized to each array. However, it is still common to have technical replication in which a single mRNA sample is split and hybridized to multiple arrays. For these cases, the model needs to be expanded tõ
where m i , t ij and c ic , a ia and e ijlcab have the same meanings as in model (1) and b ijb is the random effect of biological sample b within treatment j for gene i with variance s ib 2 . Sections 2 to 5 of this paper concern model (1). We return to model (2) in Section 6.
The focus is on a gene-by-gene analysis of the efficiency of pairwise comparisons between treatments. Hence we do not make distribution assumptions except for the independence of the random effects in models (1) and (2), and the usual constraints on the fixed effects required for identifiability. The optimal weights and the variance of pairwise comparisons depend on the variances and covariances of the data. When the variance components are known, general least squares can be used to estimate the pairwise comparisons using the optimal weights, and also compute the variance of the estimates. For the purposes of planning the hybridization design for a fixed number of arrays and biological samples, estimates of the components are not required.
For data analysis, estimates of the variance components can be estimated by restricted maximum likelihood (REML) or maximum likelihood (ML), but these methods are very inaccurate with the small sample sizes often used in microarray studies. Various approaches using all the spots on the array have been suggested to improve estimation. Smyth et al. (2005) use empirical Bayes estimation to improve the estimate of s ie 2 and assume that r i =r, a single value that can be computed from all the genes. Cui et al. (2005) use shrinkage estimation to improve the estimation of all the variance components.
Reference design
In a reference design, one channel of each array is a reference sample, which is the same biological material on every array. With T treatments and k replicates per treatment, we use krT arrays.
Usually the analysis is done on the difference between the treatment and reference samples on each array. For convenience of exposition we assume that the differences have been computed as M=treat-ment -reference, so we can denote the normalized difference asM M ia without keeping track of +/x signs for dye-swaps.
To compute the variance of estimated comparisons, we use the formula
where w is a fixed number and Y and X are the random observations. We will consider optimizing our choice of w to minimize variance. Through calculus or algebra, we can see the optimal choice of w is Cov(Y, X)/Var(X) and the minimum variance achievable is Var(Y)xCov 2 (Y, X)/Var(X). Using model (1), the variance of the log(expression) in a single spot in a single channel is s ia 2 +s ie 2 . The covariance between the channels at the same spot is s ia 2 . Ignoring the effect of normalization and using R to indicate the reference sample, we have for gene i on array a,M M iAa =Ỹ Y iA1a xỸ Y iR2a with variance
Then if treatment A is on array 1 and treatment B is on array 2, the contrast AxB is estimated byM M iA1 xM M iB2 andM M iA1 andM M iB2 are independent (and hence have covariance 0). Accordingly, using (3), we find that
ie . With k replicates, the estimated contrast would have variance 4s ie 2 /k. We now consider using the partial difference for
, we optimize as we did above and find that the optimal weight is w i =r i , with resulting variance 2s ie 2 (1+r i ) and with k biological replicates the variance is 2s ie 2 (1+r i )/k. While we do not know the variance and intraclass correlation, if we use mixed-model ANOVA, the weights are approximated from the data -leading to more efficient estimates and more powerful tests of differential expression. For small sample sizes, r i (or equivalently, the variances) are not well estimated, and the improvements using the weighted approach may be smaller than indicated by statistical theory.
Loop designs
A loop is balanced for dye effects and has two replicates at each node. For T treatments using Tk arrays we have 2k replicates, compared with a reference design for which the same number of arrays yields only k replicates. In this section and Section 5, all replicates are biological replicates. In Section 6, we consider designs with both biological and technical replicates.
The computation of variance of a pairwise comparison in a loop design depends on the number of treatments and the shortest distance between the treatments on the loop. For expository purposes we demonstrate with four treatments, but the conclusions are similar regardless of the number of treatments and are displayed in Table 1 for three to seven treatments.
The three possible arrangements (ignoring loop direction) of the four-treatment loop design are depicted in Fig. 3 . Note that each uppercase letter represents two independent biological samples with the same treatment.
As for the reference design, we consider the variance of a comparison. For example, suppose we wish to estimate the mean difference in expression for treatments A and B (t iA xt iB , using the notation in model 1). Using g and r to denote Cy3 and Cy5 respectively, we have one expression value for each treatment with each dye (e.g. for treatment A, we have Y Ag and Y Ar ). To avoid confusion and so that the computation applies to all three diagrams in Fig. 3 , we suppress the other subscripts, which can be determined from the diagram. Consider a linear combination of the observations :
This will be an unbiased estimator of t iA xt iB if w 1 +w 2 =1, w 3 +w 4 =x1, w 5 +w 6 =0 and w 7 +w 8 =0.
Notice that under these constraints, due to the dye balance, the dye effect cancels. We can optimize the weights subject to these constraints to find the weighting which minimizes the variance and the variance using the optimal weights. Equivalently, this is the general linear model estimator of the contrast.
Using the optimal weighting, we find that for the designs in Fig. 3, Extending the loop design for two-channel microarray experimentsnumber of treatments and arrays, primarily because there are two biological replicates per sample, rather than one. Also, with four treatments, the loop design with four arrays has sufficient replication for statistical analysis, while the reference design with four arrays has no replication. Table 1 shows the variance of pairwise contrasts for designs with T treatments on T arrays for the reference and loop designs. For the loop design, the variance depends on the 'distance ' between the treatments in the shortest route around the loop. For example, in Fig. 3 , the distance between any two adjacent arrays is D=1 and between any two diagonally opposite arrays is D=2. Table 2 shows the same information as a function of the error variance when r i is 0 . 25, 0 . 5 or 0 . 75. The variance of pairwise contrasts depends on the 'distance ' between the treatments on the loop. In practical terms, this means that loop designs must be carefully planned so that the comparisons of most interest are close together on the loop. Alternatively, if we wish to compare treatments which are expected to have similar gene expression patterns, these should be placed closely together on the loop. As will be seen in Section 5, replicated loops can be designed to minimize differences in variance in pairwise contrasts. Tables 1 and 2 show that the loop design is always more efficient than the reference design with the same number of arrays. In the parlance of Glonek & Solomon (2004) , the reference design is inadmissible for pairwise comparisons of treatments. Also, the loop design with T treatments and T arrays has enough replication for statistical analysis. The reference design requires additional arrays in order to have replication, and also requires the investigator to maintain a large uniform reference sample.
Replicated loop designs
The basic loop design has two replicates per condition. If more replication is desired, the design can be replicated.
One way to replicate the design is to run an identical loop, or a loop with the dye-swaps of the arrays in the original loop. When there are k replicates of the loop, the entries in Tables 1 and 2 would be divided by k.
When many of the comparisons are of equal importance, a better choice of replication is to run a different loop. The choice of loop can be made to Table 1 . The variance of a comparison between two treatments which are D steps apart in a loop design with T treatments and T arrays. minimize the variance of selected comparisons. Some clever choices can be made. When the number of treatments, T, is odd, the replicates are readily combined into a balanced incomplete block design in which each pair of conditions is found together on an array with complete dye balance for each condition. This is a desirable design, because all the pairwise comparisons have the same variance. This can be achieved simply by adding 'stars' to the original loop consisting of arrays with every second node, every third node up to every (Tx1)/2 node, giving the T(Tx1)/2 arrays needed for the balanced incomplete block. This is illustrated for T=5 and 7 in Fig. 4 .
Unfortunately, when T is an even number, the design with each pair of conditions on an array is balanced for the conditions but not for dyes, and hence is not desirable. To completely balance the design, the dye-swap of each array is also needed, leading to T(Tx1) arrays being required. For example, for five conditions, the 10 arrays shown in Fig. 3 form a balanced incomplete block design, but for four conditions, 12 arrays are required. Of course, for five conditions on 10 arrays, there are four replicates per condition, whereas for the four conditions on 12 arrays, there are six replicates per condition, yielding additional power for detecting differential expression. Alternatively, if the number of treatments is even, a control treatment can be added for the purpose of balancing the design for the dye effect with fewer arrays. For example, with 10 treatments, the dye-balanced, balanced incomplete block design requires 10r9=90 arrays but with 11 conditions only 11r10/2=55 arrays are required. Fig. 3 shows the three possibilities for loops for the four-treatment design. With 12 arrays, the variance of any treatment difference in the reference design is 2/3[s ie 2 (1+r i )]. If we replicate any one loop three times, the variance of treatment differences adjacent on the loop is 1/3s ie 2 (1+r i /2) and the variance of those diagonally opposite is 1/3s ie 2 (1+r i ). If we use all three possible loops as our replicates, which is the balanced incomplete block design, the variance of any treatment difference for the loop design is 1/3s ie 2 [1 . 5x3/(4r i +3)], which is considerably smaller than the variance of the reference design with the same number of arrays and is between the adjacent and diagonal values of the design using the same number of replicates.
In general, for large T, the number of arrays required for a balanced incomplete block design is prohibitive. Designs with two or three loops can be very effective. and Wit et al. (2005) discuss the selection of optimal designs for twochannel microarray experiments. They call designs like those in Fig. 4 'interwoven ' loop designs, and note that these are often optimal or near optimal in the sense of minimizing a criterion based on the variance of all the possible contrasts. However, Wit et al. also find some designs that are very far from loops which optimize overall variance by having very small variance for a few comparisons and much bigger variance for others (as in their Figure 3 ). This may be desirable in some experiments. However, in many experiments all the pairwise comparisons are equally important (e.g. in comparison of genotypes), there is an expected ordering (e.g. the single knock-outs closer to wild-type than the double mutants), or there is a factorial arrangement, which indicates which comparisons are of most interest and hence require the smallest variance. Glonek & Solomon (2004) discuss the selection of designs for two-channel microarrays when some comparisons are of particular interest.
The estimation of the variance of contrasts provided by equation (1) allows the investigator to select an appropriate design from those available. For example, in a study involving eight tissues in one loop, the investigators chose to place the most similar tissues adjacent on the loop to provide the most power to detect differences between tissues that may differ the least. However, when the opportunity arose to obtain another loop, the two interwoven loop designs depicted in Fig. 5 were examined. The variance of comparisons of treatment pairs at distance D is given in Table 3 for several values of r i . The investigators selected design 5b, as the variances of pairwise comparisons among tissues are almost equal for all D. If comparisons among tissues at D=1 and D=2 had been deemed to be of more importance, design 5a would be preferable.
It is also useful to notice that interwoven loop designs are actually composed of several loops. For example, the design in Fig. 5 b has the loops ABCDEFGH and AFCHEBGD. The two loops in Fig. 5 a are harder to see. They are : ABCDEFHG and ACEGFDBH.
Factorial designs
So far, this paper has considered pairwise comparisons, which are often of interest in one-factor designs. However, two-factor (and even three-factor) designs, such as genotype or drug (or both) and time are often done. In this case, the main effects and interactions are of interest.
Factorial treatment designs can readily be incorporated into loop designs. For example, a two-factor design with two levels per factor (Aa and Bb) and main effects of primary interest could be laid out as in Fig. 6 .
The variances of the effects are listed in Table 4 . The three contrasts are : main effect of A : (AB+Ab)/2x(aB+ab)/2 main effect of B : (AB+aB)/2x(Ab+ab)/2 interaction : (AB+ab)/2x(Ab+aB)/2
We say that the effect is on the diagonal of the design if the pairs of arrays which are averaged are on the diagonal of the square. Otherwise the effect is adjacent. The interaction, B main effect and A main effect are diagonal in designs 6a, 6b and 6c, respectively. From Table 4 , we can see that the diagonal effect has the smallest variance. As in the previous sections, replication of the design by choice of two different loops can serve to equalize the variance of the effects if more samples and arrays are available and more precision is required.
For designs with more factors and more levels, there are many more choices of loop arrangements. Also, the main effects and interactions are defined by orthogonal sets of comparisons. Thus, optimal Table 3 . Numerical variance of pairwise contrasts for one-factor replicated loop design with eight treatments. We show the numerical values when r i is 0 . 25, 0 . 5 and 0 . 75, respectively. Notice that the optimal design will depend on which comparisons are of most interest. Two identical loops is most powerful for comparisons for treatments which are adjacent on the outer loop, but the interwoven design illustrated in Fig. 5 Fig. 6 . A two-factor experiment with two levels of factor 1 (A and a) and two levels of factor 2 (B and b). Each pair of letters represents a treatment with two independent biological replicates, each of which has the indicated levels of the factor.
arrangements of the treatments around the loop can be determined by examining the variance of a set of orthogonal contrasts to define the effects. For example, in a two-factor design where A has two levels (Aa) and B has three levels (Bbb) the effects are defined by :
The variance of each contrast is readily computed from equation (1) and a loop (or replicated loop) can be chosen to minimize the variance of the effects of most interest. Alternatively, we may not be interested in the particular contrasts, but rather in the main effects and interactions. In this case, we may consider optimizing the general linear F-test for the effect or using one of the optimality criteria based on the variance of the contrasts comprising the effect (Shah & Sinha, 1989) . The F-test and optimality criteria are invariant to the choice of orthogonal contrasts chosen to represent the effects (Hua, 2005) , and hence the optimal design is unambiguously defined.
Incorporating biological replicates and blocks
Model (1) assumes that the only source of correlation in the study is due to the two channels on the microarray. However, often there are sources of variation that induce correlation between arrays, such as subsamples from the same individual hybridized to multiple arrays (technical replication), or blocking factors such as multiple treatments measured on the same individual (e.g. several tissues), multiple samples from the same cell line in a time course experiment, or arrays processed in batches due to constraints on personnel or equipment. Fig. 7 shows two different arrow diagrams for a design with three treatments (different letters), each of which has two biological replicates (lower and upper case letters) with dyeswap technical replicates. The two diagrams define the same set of arrays, and hence depict the same hybridization design. (Unlike earlier figures, each letter in Fig. 7 depicts a single sample.) Even with only three treatments and two biological replicates per treatment, and keeping to the principle that each array has two different treatments, there are 10 hybridization designs to consider (not counting permutations of the treatment names), and the number quickly grows with the number of treatments and biological replicates. A reference design, while requiring twice as many arrays to accommodate the same number of biological and technical replicates as ' loop-like ' designs, is readily performed. Alternatively, in the spirit of Wit et al. (2005) , it is possible to enumerate all the designs, compute the theoretical variance of the pairwise comparisons and thus select the optimal design.
As an alternative to these extremes which maintains the cost-effectiveness of the loop design, we suggest that each biological replicate be used for one loop (Fig. 8) . By enumerating the designs, we can see that for two treatments the two possible designs {AB,BA,ab,ba} and {AB,bA,Ba,ab} have the same variance of pairwise comparison. The design depicted in Fig. 8 is optimal for three treatments (although there are other designs with the same variance). When we reach four or more treatments, we need to consider replicated loop designs as in Section 5. However, designs in which each loop is a single biological replicate will continue to have good properties, because they are partially balanced for the effects of technical replication and of array, which means that many random effects cancel when considering pairwise comparisons of the treatment effects.
(ii) Complete block designs Experimental material may come in clusters that are more similar within cluster than between, or may be handled in batches. For example, in tissue comparison experiments, tissues dissected from the same specimen are likely to be more similar than tissues dissected from different specimens. Similarly, samples prepared on the same day, or using the same batch of reagent, are likely to have similarities induced by handling compared with samples produced on different days or using different reagents. Groups of similar samples are called blocks.
It is very desirable to balance the design so that block effects are not confounded with the effects of interest. When feasible, it is best to have a measurement for every condition in every block -that is, a complete block design. It is very simple to incorporate complete block designs in loop designs. When T is even, the smallest available complete block has T/2 arrays. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 for T=8. The thick arrows indicate block 1 and the thin arrows indicate block 2. Clearly the pattern can be repeated for each loop in the design. When T is odd, the smallest available complete block is an entire loop.
Adding treatments
In a reference design, it is quite obvious how to add a treatment to the design -just include new arrays with the new treatment. Usually arrays will be added in pairs to accommodate dye-swapping.
It is equally simple to add a treatment to a loop design. It is simply spliced in as illustrated in Fig. 10 , where condition F is added to a five-treatment loop. For a loop design, as in a reference design, two arrays are required to maintain dye balance for the new treatment. The balance of the design at the splice point is readily maintained by removing array AE from the experiment, or adding a dye-swap of this array. For woven loop designs, to maintain the woven pattern it is usually necessary to hybridize one or two extra arrays, as shown in Fig. 8 b, to accommodate the increase in distance between treatments adjacent to the new treatment. 
Missing data
Loss of an array in a loop design is problematic primarily due to the loss of balance for the dye effect. Of course, if a whole array fails, the investigator is likely to take another sample and redo the array. More commonly, some spots fail on some arrays, creating a loss of balance for some genes. The ANOVA computations automatically adjust for such imbalance, but the loss of information can severely affect statistical power. Each ' lost ' spot loses information about two treatments for the affected gene. In reference designs, a ' lost ' spot also causes imbalance in the dye effect, but loses information only for the single treatment on the array. Recall, however, that the reference design has only about half as much information per array, so that missing spots have about the same effect on both designs. The robustness of microarray experiments to spot-loss is discussed in Latif (2005) .
Discussion
While the reference design can be useful when the primary objective of the microarray experiment is comparison of several treatments with a control, when the objective is comparison of treatments with each other, it is inefficient compared with designs which have two treatments on each array. Replicated loop designs are very convenient and efficient designs for handling this latter situation. In this paper, we have tried to show that these designs are more powerful than reference designs and can readily be adapted to complex experiments such as factorial designs including time course studies, incorporating additional replication, and incorporating complete blocks. Loop and interwoven loop designs are not the only possibilities -the set of comparisons of interest to the investigators should drive the design. Mixed models and the principles of optimal design can usefully be employed to improve the efficiency of microarray experiments, by allowing the experimenter to set up the hybridization design to minimize the variance of comparisons of most interest. This paper has not discussed the analysis of the resulting data. Clearly, since the design is based on mixed model (1) or (2) the resulting data can be fitted by mixed-model ANOVA, using the normalized data from each channel. This is readily extended to more powerful Bayes and empirical Bayes methods such as LIMMA . Permutation methods such as SAM (Tusher et al., 2001) can also be adapted for the single-channel analysis of loop and related designs, but permutations must be restricted to take into account the pairing of the observations on the arrays.
